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ABSTRACT 

Lactic acid is an important molecule for biopolymer production that can be obtained by biological 

processes. This work deals with the control of the lactic acid concentration in its production bioprocess 

using wheat flour as substrate. An adaptive control strategy for the simultaneous saccharification, proteins 

hydrolysis and fermentation (SSPHF) continuous process of lactic acid production is proposed in order to 

regulate the lactic acid concentration to the target value. The latter is determined so that the lactic acid 

productivity is maximized. The control strategy effectiveness and robustness are illustrated by means of 

experimental results.  
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1. Introduction 

Due to the use of lactic acid as the monomer for the PLA (Poly Lactic Acid) production and the increasing 

need of manufacturing green plastics, lactic acid production has attracted a great interest recently. 

However, in contrast to petroleum-derived plastics, PLA production is still considered as an immature 

technology at the industrial scale. This is mainly due to the cost of the used raw material, lactic acid, 

which is highly dependent on the substrates and the fermentation process used (Abdel-Rahman et al., 

2013). Employing alternative low cost substrates, improving and optimizing the fermentation process are 

therefore of utmost importance to reach a cost effective lactic acid production process. In this context, 

process control is required to improve the process production operation. The improvement of operational 

stability and production efficiency are the main goals when applying control methods to this type of 

biotechnological processes (Ben Youssef et al., 2005). Nevertheless, three main obstacles have hampered 

the development of modern control strategies in this field. First, since bioprocesses involve living 

organisms, their dynamics, strongly nonlinear and non-stationary, are often poorly understood; in addition, 

the replicability of experimental results is not guaranteed. Secondly, the microorganisms can be subjected 

to metabolic variations and physiological modifications over long operation periods, resulting in a change 

in the model parameters values over time. Finally, reliable sensors for real-time monitoring of key 

variables and control strategies implementation are often lacking (Bastin and Dochain, 1990). Prior 

modeling and online estimation become then necessary for the development of control strategies. 

Despite these difficulties, several works in the literature on bioprocess control were reported during the 

last three decades. Proposed control techniques have been applied to various biotechnological processes 

such as biomass production, fermentation, anaerobic digestion, yeast and penicillin productions, 

microalgae cultures, etc. (Pons, 1991 ; Schubert et al., 1994 ; Roux et al., 1996 ; Hilgert et al., 2004 ; 

Mailleret et al., 2004 ; Marcos, et al., 2004 ; Ramaswamy et al., 2005 ; Jenzch et al., 2006 ; Selișteanu et 

al., 2007 ; Sbarciog et al., 2014). 

In the case of lactic acid production, only few control strategies were proposed in the literature. Most of 

them concern fed-batch cultures (Choi, et al., 2014), while others deal with continuous cultures using 

glucose as substrate (Ben Youssef et al., 2000). An adaptive on-line optimizing control strategy for 

maximizing lactic acid productivity from glucose has been proposed in Shi et al. (1990). For continuous 
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fermentation process, an adaptive predictive control strategy for regulating the biomass concentration was 

proposed by Dahhou et al. (1991). This predictive control scheme calculates the dilution rate from the on-

line estimation of the specific growth rate (considered as a time varying parameter). The efficiency of the 

developed control strategy was evaluated by simulations. Moreover, a system with two bioreactors in 

cascade developed to maximize lactic acid production was developed in Ben Youssef et al.(2000) using 

glucose as substrate. The control approach regulated the substrate using an adaptive predictive control 

structure and online measurements of the substrate concentration. The specific growth and lactic acid 

production rates were estimated online using an asymptotic observer. This approach was not validated 

experimentally, but simulations were encouraging. Petre et al. (2011) further studied the previous system 

and proposed an indirect adaptive controller based on a dynamical neural network. The effectiveness of 

this control approach was proven by simulations. 

Most of works presented previously consider glucose as substrate for fermentation. Nevertheless, the 

development of processes that use bioresources as substrate for biological conversions is of utmost 

importance. A control strategy for the fed-batch Simultaneous Saccharification and Fermentation process 

from Starch to Ethanol (SSFSE) was proposed in Ochoa et al. (2008). The goal of this control strategy was 

to maintain the glucose concentration at a quasi-steady state by feeding starch into the process. An 

adaptive approach was considered that estimates the glucose consumption and ethanol production rates in 

the bioreactor from starch and glucose concentrations, the latter being assumed to be measured. This 

approach was not experimentally validated due to the lack of online sensors to determine sugars 

concentrations.  

The Simultaneous Saccharification and Fermentation process from starch was also studied in (Dai et al., 

2014). The process was operated in batch mode and the effect of the temperature on the ethanol 

production was modeled by an energy-balance equation. The cooling rate and the enzymes addition were 

further optimized in simulation, leading to about 10% increase in the ethanol yield.  

The literature survey clearly underlines that most of the works on lactic acid production do not validate 

experimentally their control strategies, although it is of prime importance when envisaging their further 

application in industrial facilities. This is one of the goals of this study. More specifically, the study 

presented hereafter will focus on the development of a control strategy for the SSPHF (Simultaneous 

Saccharification and Proteins Hydrolysis Fermentation) continuous process using wheat flour as the 

substrate for the process. The continuous mode was preferred to batch or fed-batch modes for two main 

reasons: (i) to avoid the inhibition effect of lactic acid on bacteria growth (Gonzalez et al. 2016), (ii) even 

if higher lactic acid concentrations are reached in batch or fed-batch fermentations, higher production rates 

are obtained in continuous fermentation where process shut down occurs less frequently (Hofvendahl et al. 
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2000). The continuous mode is then more attractive for the industrial production of lactic acid. In the 

context of PLA production, this work is a pre-study for the optimization of the industrial production of 

lactic acid by bacteria from wheat flour using a dedicated control strategy. The proposed control law 

regulates the lactic acid concentration at a target value that maximizes its productivity using the feed flow 

rate as the control variable. It represents a first step in the development of an industrial process of lactic 

acid production. 

The article is organized as follows. The next section describes the experimental set-up followed by the 

system modelling. Then, the control design is presented. A feedback linearizing control approach is 

considered in the first place and then modified in order to reduce the control law complexity and increase 

its robustness with respect to model uncertainties. An adaptive control law is then proposed using the 

lactic acid production rate estimation. The adaptive controller is validated experimentally and its 

robustness regarding operational factors disturbances is evaluated. Finally, concluding remarks and 

perspectives are stated at the end. In Appendix, the convergence of the estimation and control strategies 

are analyzed.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Microorganism and culture conditions 

Lactobacillus coryniformis subsp. torquens DSM 20004 is stored at -80°C in Lactobacilli MRS medium 

with 40% glycerol. Pre-cultures were prepared by proliferation of a stock culture to 100 mL MRS medium 

and cultured in an incubator shaker MAXQ 4000 (Thermo Scientific) at 30°C for 12h. A second 

proliferation was done at 30°C in 1000 mL culture medium during 12 h. The cells were then harvested 

after centrifugation (3000 g, 3 min, 20°C), resuspended in 100 mL distilled water. This suspension was 

then used for the fermenter inoculation (corresponding to 3% of the total working volume of the 

fermenter). 

2.2 Bioreactor description 

The studied set-up consists of a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) (Global Process Concept, La 

Rochelle France) illustrated in Figure 1. Five variables are controlled: temperature, pH, culture broth level 

in the bioreactor, agitation and feed flow rate. The temperature, pH and broth level are controlled by PID 

controllers using temperature, pH and foam sensors. 
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A mechanical overhead stirring device ensures the medium mixing and is regulated by a PID controller 

which adjusts the motor speed of the agitator to a setpoint value. Finally the feed flow rate is regulated by 

a peristaltic pump with variable rotation speed. 

2.3 Bioprocess description 

The whole process studied in this work is divided into three steps. First, in the liquefaction step (see 

below), starch is liquefied from wheat flour into maltose and glucose. In a second step, the simultaneous 

saccharification and wheat proteins hydrolysis (SSPH) is performed to partially hydrolyze maltose and 

wheat proteins into glucose and amino acids, respectively. This step is performed in order to make carbon 

and nitrogen sources available to the bacteria. In the final step, a simultaneous saccharification proteins 

hydrolysis and fermentation (SSPHF) allows hydrolyzing the remaining maltose and wheat proteins 

simultaneously with the fermentation. The liquefaction and SSPH steps are performed in batch mode. This 

paper will focus on the SSPHF process. Two types of bioreactors are used: a 5 L bioreactor (Fig. 1) where 

the continuous SSPHF step takes place, and a 12 L bioreactor (Fig. 2) which contains the partially 

hydrolyzed wheat flour solution that feeds the 5 L bioreactor. Liquefaction and SSPH steps are performed 

in both reactors. SSPHF step is only performed in the 5 L reactor.  

2.4 Liquefaction  

The whole wheat flour was suspended in water at a concentration of 260 g L-1, heated to 50°C and agitated 

at 400 rpm in a 5 L bioreactor. The pH was regulated at 5.5, with addition of sodium hydroxide and 

sulfuric acid. The liquefaction of wheat flour was performed using two enzymes: Lyvanol devisco and 

Lyquozyme SDCS (Lyven, Colombelles, France), each at a concentration of 94 µL L-1. After enzymatic 

reaction, the mixture was heated to 85 °C and maintained at this temperature for about 30 min. Finally, the 

temperature was reduced to 50 °C for the SSPH step.  

2.5 Simultaneous saccharification and proteins hydrolysis (SSPH) 

For the SSPH step, the pH was adjusted to 5.7, the temperature regulated at 50°C and the agitation in the 

bioreactor set to 150 rpm. Two enzymes were added: Maltose saccharification was performed by the 

Amyloglucosidase enzyme (AMG) (Lyvanol GA, Lyven, Colombelles, France), at a concentration of 230 

µL L-1. Protein hydrolysis was performed by the Prolyve NP enzyme (Lyven, Colombelles, France) at a 

concentration of 560 µL L-1. These conditions were maintained during 6 h, and then, the temperature was 

decreased to 30 °C for the SSPHF step.  
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2.6 Hydrolyzed wheat stock 

The wheat solution at 260 g L-1 was liquefied, and then hydrolyzed in a 12 L bioreactor with the 

conditions described previously (sections 2.4 and 2.5) in order to produce the stock solution necessary to 

feed continuously the SSPHF bioreactor. The temperature was maintained at 12 °C in order to stop the 

enzymatic activity.  

2.7 Simultaneous saccharification, proteins hydrolysis and fermentation (SSPHF) 

The SSPHF step started immediately after inoculation. The pH was measured continuously, and kept 

constant at 5.7 with addition of 7 M sodium hydroxide. The temperature was kept at 30°C and the stirring 

rate in the reactor was maintained at 150 rpm.  

2.8 Analyses 

Samples were withdrawn from the SSPHF bioreactor at various time intervals in order to measure cell, 

substrates (maltose and glucose) and lactic acid concentrations offline. Cell concentration was measured 

by cell counting in a Thoma cell counting chamber. A good linear correlation between biomass 

concentration X, in 1010 cells L-1, and dry weight Xdry (Total suspended solids), in g L-1, was obtained from 

experimental assays: Xdry = 0.70 X. 

Concentrations of glucose, maltose and lactic acid were determined by HPLC (Waters Alliance HPLC 

system,Water Corporation, Milford, MA) employing a Shodex Sugar column (Shodex, Japan. 45 °C with 

5 mM sulfuric acid as mobile phase at 0.6 mL min-1). 

Standard deviations of biomass measurements (cell counting) were calculated according to Niemelä and 

Keskus (2002). Standard deviations of maltose, glucose and lactic acid concentrations were determined 

considering uncertainties related to the HPLC method and to sampling. The determined measurement 

errors were about 10% of the measured values.  

2.9 Control law implementation 

The C-BIO software (Global Process Concept, La Rochelle France) was used for the implementation of 

the control law. The sampling time of the software was set to 5 minutes. The control objective was to 

regulate the lactic acid concentration to its optimal value. The adaptive control strategy was then 

experimentally evaluated to assess its performance (step variations of the set point) and robustness 

(temperature disturbance). Only constant or ascending changes in the reference values were considered. 
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The control performance was evaluated comparing the online calculation of lactic acid concentration (see 

section 3.2) with its offline measurements.  

3. Modelling and Control Design 

3.1  Process modelling 

Mechanisms involved in maltose saccharification and lactic bacteria metabolism must be considered when 

establishing the mathematical model of the bioprocess: biomass growth, substrate (glucose) consumption, 

product (lactic acid) formation and maltose degradation. Glucose is assumed as the limiting substrate in 

the system (Gonzalez et al., 2016). Dynamics of these variables are based on mass balance equations for a 

continuous stirred tank reactor. Residence time distribution experiments (data not shown) showed that the 

whole volume of the bioreactor is not perfectly stirred, with 91% of effective volume. This was taken into 

account for the modeling and in the control design when determining the dilution rate, D (the ratio of the 

feed flow rate over the effective reactor volume, in h-1). Dynamics of cell, glucose, lactic acid and maltose 

concentrations are described by the following equations (Gonzalez et al., 2016): 

dX
X DX

dt
             (1) 

 0
1

M
XS

dS
X K M D S S

dt Y
             (2)  

PS

XS

YdP
X DP

dt Y
            (3) 

 0M
dM

K M D M M
dt

             (4)  

where X, S, P, M are the cell, glucose, lactic acid and maltose concentrations (in g L-1), respectively.  is 

the specific growth rate (in h-1), YPS and YXS (in g g-1) are the product and biomass yields with respect to 

glucose, respectively. KM is the maltose degradation constant (in h-1). M0 (50 g L-1) and S0 (120 g L-1) 

represent the maltose and glucose concentrations feeding the SSPHF bioreactor, respectively.  

The model describing the bacteria growth kinetics as well as the parameters in equations (1) to (4) was 

determined in a previous study (Gonzalez et al., 2016). The specific growth rate is expressed by the 

Levenspiel generalization of the Monod equation (Levenspiel 1980): 
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where max is the maximal specific growth rate (in h-1), SK  the half saturation constant, n the inhibiting 

power concerning lactic acid and Pmax the maximal lactic acid concentration (in g L-1).  

Values of the model parameters were identified from experimental data (Gonzalez et al., 2016) and are 

given in Table 1.  

 

3.2  Online determination of lactic acid concentration  

All the compounds concentrations are measured offline. For control purposes, at least one online 

measurement is needed. In this study, the added sodium hydroxide amount used to regulate the pH in the 

bulk is the sole measurement available online. Hereafter, the pH variation is assumed to be mainly due to 

lactic acid production. A small amount of sodium hydroxide is consumed to neutralize the produced 

amino acids; in most cases it is negligible compared to sodium hydroxide consumed for lactic acid 

neutralization. Thus, sodium hydroxide (a strong base) will neutralize lactic acid (a weak acid): the molar 

amount of lactic acid produced equals the one of sodium hydroxide added (one mole of sodium hydroxide 

reacts with one mole of lactic acid). Consequently, the evolution of the lactic acid concentration can be 

expressed with respect to the sodium hydroxide concentration using the following expression (expressed 

in concentrations in g/L): 

Na NaV P F P F C            (6) 

where F and FNa are the medium and sodium hydroxide inlet flow rates respectively (in L h-1), V is the 

effective volume of the bioreactor (in L), CNa is the sodium hydroxide concentration (in g L-1) in its inlet 

flow (FNa). In equation (6), the total quantity of lactic acid molecules produced per unit time, defined as 

the sum of accumulated molecules in the reactor ( ) and those leaving the system (F P), is equal to the 

added quantity of sodium hydroxide per unit time ( Na NaF C ).  

From (6), the lactic acid concentration can be determined online using the following discretized equation: 

1 ,
Na

k Na k k k s k

C
P F D P T P

V


 
   
 

        (7) 
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where k in subscript represents the discrete time index and sT  the time interval duration. Lactic acid 

concentration at instant k+1 is thus calculated from the inlet sodium hydroxide flow rate, the dilution rate 

and the lactic acid concentration at instant k. The relation (7) was validated through experimental data 

(data not shown).  

3.3  Control design 

The range of optimal operation conditions to maximize lactic acid productivity was determined in a 

previous study (Gonzalez et al., 2016). The aim here is to maintain the process close to these optimal 

conditions (lactic acid production rates must be regulated at values comprised between 2.8 and 2.9 g L-1 h-1 

corresponding to lactic acid concentrations between 18 and 25 g L-1). A control law is thus designed to 

regulate the lactic acid concentration to a given setpoint within this optimal range of values. The objective 

is to propose a control scheme that presents the best trade-off between performance, robustness, simplicity 

of implementation, cost efficiency (requiring non expensive sensors) in the perspective of future work 

with an industrial bioreactor. Hereafter, the proposed control structure, that ensures a good compromise 

between the previously mentioned criteria, is detailed. 

The system equations (1) to (4) can be rewritten in the state-space formalism as a single-input single-

output model: 

( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( )

( ) ( ( ))

t t t u t

y t h t

 



x f x g x

x
         (8) 

where ( , , , )TX S P Mx , u D  and y P . Note that the control input u appears linearly in equation (8), 

thus, this system is a control-affine one.  

In conventional linear control strategies of nonlinear plants, one first calculates a linearized approximation 

of the model (8) around an equilibrium point, and then the control design is achieved using a linear 

controller based on the approximate model (e.g. PID controller). However, the closed-loop remains 

nonlinear and its global stability is difficult to assess, and could possibly be only valid around the 

linearizing point. 

For nonlinear control-affine systems (as the system studied here), one possibility is to use the state 

feedback linearizing control law (Isidori, 1989). In this approach, widely used in bioprocess control, the 

nonlinear system is fully or partially linearized, and linear control techniques are further applied to the 

linearized model. The feedback linearization control is in general more efficient than the first-order Taylor 

based linearization approach because it is achieved by exact state transformation and feedback, rather than 
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by linear approximations of the dynamics. However, this control approach is model-based and 

consequently, its performance highly depends on the model accuracy. In addition, as it will be presented 

hereafter, this control strategy involves analytical derivation of the dynamics with respect to the state 

variables. Thus, its application to complex or black-box models could be very difficult, even impossible. 

The proposed controller structure, illustrated in Figure 3, consists of two loops: an input-output linearizing 

controller in an inner loop, with a proportional controller in the outer loop. A Proportional Integral 

controller could be also designed in the outer loop to ensure a good reference tracking and to reject 

disturbances. However, an anti-windup mechanism must be included in this case since the control input is 

subject to saturation (Tebbani et al., 2015). 

The linearizing controller aims at cancelling the nonlinearities in the system dynamics. It will transform 

the nonlinear plant into an equivalent linear one, through a state transformation and a nonlinear state 

feedback.  

In order to design the input-output linearizing controller, the relative degree of system (8) has to be 

determined (Isidori, 1989). The relative degree, denoted r (with dim( )r n  x ), is the lowest order time 

derivative of the output y  that is directly related to the control input u . If the system has a relative degree 

r = n, then it can be totally linearized by means of an input-output feedback and will be equivalent to n 

integrators. Otherwise, it can be partially linearized and its input-output behavior will be identical to r 

integrators.  

This equivalent linear model has a new input û  (derived from the outer loop as the output of the outer 

controller, following a cascaded scheme). The state feedback u  is given by: 

 

 1

ˆ r

r

u L h
u

L L h




f

g f

x

x
  (9) 

where Lf h is the Lie derivative of h in the direction f, with    
h

L h





f
x f x

x
,    1r rh

L h L h



f f
x x

x
 and 

   
h

L h





g
x g x

x
. 

The input û  is determined so that the closed-loop plant achieves the desired performance. The outer 

controller is a linear controller, chosen depending on the relative degree of the plant and on the aimed 

closed-loop performance.  
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Since the aim of the control law is to regulate the product concentration, formulae (9) is applied to model 

(4), leading to the following control law (here r=1): 

1 ˆPS

XS

Y
D X D

P Y


 
  

 

          (10) 

In this work, the control signal D̂  in equation (10) is derived from a Proportional controller by the 

following equation: 

ˆ ( )refD G P P             (11) 

where Pref  is the reference lactic acid concentration and G the proportional controller gain, tuned to 

provide a desired closed-loop time response. Indeed, the inner-loop is equivalent to an integrator (since the 

relative degree r equals 1) and thus the closed-loop system with the Proportional controller is equivalent to 

a first-order system with a time constant equal to 1/G. The gain G is then directly derived from the desired 

time response of the closed-loop system. At initial time, if (0) 0P  , the control input is first set to 0D   

instead of using (10). Afterwards, since the product concentration increases, the formulae (10) can be 

used. 

The control law given by equations (10)-(11) presents two main drawbacks. First, it needs the online 

knowledge of all state variables (X, S and P). However, in the considered system, only the lactic acid 

concentration is available (see section 3.2). Thus, estimators are needed in order to reconstruct X and S 

values leading to a complex control system. Indeed, since the system model is nonlinear and uncertain, 

estimators for this type of system are difficult to develop and implement (see e.g. (Gonzalez et al., 2015b) 

for the implementation of an Unscented Kalman Filter coupled to the linearizing controller). Secondly, the 

control law in equation (10) involves the knowledge of the specific growth rate  . Consequently, its 

performance highly depends on the accuracy of the growth kinetic.  

In order to simplify the control law structure and to increase its robustness with respect to model 

uncertainties, a kinetic-free adaptive control law is further proposed hereafter. It consists in estimating, 

online, the lactic acid production rate, denoted 
 
and defined as follows:  

PS

XS

Y
X

Y
            (12) 

By introducing   in equation (10) and replacing   by its estimate ̂ , the control law given by equation 

(10) becomes: 
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1 ˆˆ
ˆ

D D
P

  
 

          (13) 

where D̂  is the linear control input and is still given by (11) (by replacing P  with P̂ ), and ̂ is the 

estimated production rate. The control law needs the knowledge of product concentration P̂ . The latter 

could be either the calculated product concentration from the measurement of sodium hydroxide added, or 

its estimated value (see section 3.4).  

The advantages of this controller are the following: (i) the estimation algorithm is simplified in 

comparison to the estimation of the state variables, and (ii) the controller (13) does not involve any growth 

model, leading to a more robust control strategy than the feedback linearizing control law in equation (10). 

As D in equation (13) can be negative or of very high values that are not physically feasible, this variable 

is further bounded in the interval [0, Dmax] where Dmax is the maximal dilution rate allowed by the pumps, 

here equal to 0.31 h-1.  

The control input given by (13) is applied after saturation to the plant via a ZOH device, i.e., it is 

maintained constant between two sampling instants.  

The structure of the implemented control law, that includes the production rate estimation, is illustrated in 

Fig. 4. In this case the product concentration used in the control law (13) is the calculated one from the 

measurement of added sodium hydroxide. This choice will be discussed in section 4.  

The stability of the proposed control law is analysed in Appendix A.3, under assumptions presented in 

Appendix A.1 and based on estimation strategy convergence (analysed in Appendix A.2).  

3.4 Production rate estimation 

The control law given by equation (13) involves the estimation of the production rate. The latter is 

assumed to be constant between two sampling instants. In order to validate the proposed approach, a 

study, in simulation, was carried out to compare several estimation approaches for this variable; namely 

numerical differentiation, linear model and constant model (Gonzalez et al., 2015a). A linear model for the 

production rate dynamics was shown to present the best trade-off between performance and simplicity of 

implementation. It was then retained for the experimental validation and is detailed hereafter.  

The model of the system to be considered for the estimation problem is described as follows: 

0

P DP

y P





  






       (14) 
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where P represents the first time derivative of P, and y is the output.  

First, this model is time-discretized. Indeed, the control and estimation strategies will be implemented 

online in a discrete form. Since the system dynamics are slow enough (about hours) in comparison to the 

chosen sampling time ( sT  5 min), the Euler discretization scheme provides good approximation. With a 

sampling time Ts, (14) is approached by a discrete-time model: 

1

1

1

0 1

k kk s s

k k

k k

P PD T T

y P

 





     
    
    



       (15) 

The objective here is to design an estimation algorithm based on model (15) for system (1)-(4). A Kalman 

filter is retained in this work (Lewis et al., 2008). 

The model and measurement errors are modelled as additive noises. The stochastic time-discretized model 

is then given by: 

 

1,1

1 2,

1

0 1

1 0

kk kk s s

k k k

k
k k

k

vP PD T T

v

P
P w

 







      
         
      

 
  

 

       (16) 

where v1,2 and w are the process and measurement noises, respectively. They are assumed to be non 

correlated Gaussian white noises as per the Kalman filtering theory (Lewis et al., 2008). Their covariance 

matrices are denoted Q and R respectively (here R is a scalar). They are chosen based on the knowledge 

on the model and measurement uncertainties. In this work, they are empirically chosen (by trial/error) in 

order to ensure an acceptable rate of convergence and the stability of the filter in simulation. Then, the 

best values were used for the experimental validation. The covariance matrix of the estimation error, 

denoted hereafter Σ , is initialized according to the uncertainty on the determination of the lactic acid 

concentration and of the production rate at initial time. Off-line measurements of lactic acid concentration 

can be used to evaluate this uncertainty.   

In this work, model (16) is treated as a Linear Time-Varying (LTV) model. It is rewritten as follows: 

1k k k k

k k ky w

  

 

x A x v

Cx
       (17) 

with 
1

0 1

k s s
k

D T T  
  
 

A ,  1 0C ,  
T

1, 2,k k kv vv ,  
T

k k kP x , k ky P . 
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A linear discrete-time Kalman filter can be applied to system (17) to estimate the state variables from the 

available measurements (Lewis et al., 2008). 

The convergence of the estimation strategy is analysed in Appendix A.2 considering assumptions 

presented in Appendix A.1.  

Remark 1. The model (16) could be also treated as a nonlinear model, and an extended Kalman filter 

(EKF) could be used (Lewis et al., 2008). Since the model is bilinear with respect to the state variables 

and the control input, the derived equations from the EKF are identical to those derived while treating the 

model as an LTV model.  

4. Results and discussion 

The adaptive control law was experimentally validated in two cases: for a setpoint tracking and for the 

rejection of a disturbance. Obtained results are presented and discussed hereafter. The proportional 

controller gain G in (11) was set equal to 6 h-1 which corresponds to a time response of about 30 min. The 

covariance matrices Q and R for the Kalman filter are chosen diagonal as follows: Q=diag([0.01; 0.01]), 

R=0.01. The estimate state at time t=0 is set to    6ˆ ˆ(0) (0) 10 0P   . All the assumptions made in 

Appendix A.1 are fulfilled for the chosen design parameters. Error bars on the measured concentrations 

were determined as detailed in section 2.8.  

The performance in the case of a setpoint tracking and a change in the setpoint is first evaluated (Fig. 5). 

The setpoint was set to Pref = 20 g L-1 whereas the lactic acid concentration at initial time is P(0) = 0 g L-1. 

The control is activated after inoculation (addition of bacteria to the fermenter). First, the control law sets 

the bioreactor to operate in batch mode (i.e. D = 0) to increase the lactic acid concentration. In this case, 

the system is in open-loop and the dynamics is imposed by the microorganisms’ growth rate. When the 

setpoint is reached, after 10 hours, the reactor starts to operate in continuous mode (i.e. in closed-loop); 

the dilution rate is increased in order to maintain the lactic acid concentration constant and equal to 20 g L-

1. Afterwards, the setpoint was changed from 20 g L-1 to 27 g L-1 at time t=26 h. The reactor operates 

therefore in batch mode in order to increase lactic acid concentration. Once it reaches the new setpoint, the 

dilution rate is increased. This time, the dilution rates calculated by the control law are lower than those 

determined during the first phase with a set point of 20 g L-1. The reference value was reached with good 

transient behavior and without overshoot. The calculated value of lactic acid concentration lies within the 

confidence interval of its measurements. It can be noticed that the noise on lactic acid concentration (very 

small noise) leads to fluctuations on the applied dilution rate. Indeed, since the calculated product 

concentration was used in the control law instead of the estimated one, the measument noise on sodium 
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hydroxide measurements is not filtered, leading to fluctuations on the control input. Nevertheless, this 

does not affect the control law performance. The estimated product concentration was not used here to 

avoid to use mismatched data at the beginning of the culture (in the transient time of the Kalman filter). 

However, since in the beginning of the culture, the system operates in batch mode, it is possible to use the 

estimated value without loss of performance (the error on the value of the product concentration will not 

affect the control input in this mode). The Kalman filter converges in less than 1 hour (from a simulation 

study) and in this case the measurement noise will be filtered. This choice will be tested in a future work.  

In addition, in this experiment the production rate is around 2.7 g L-1 h-1 in the first phase (setpoint =20 g 

L-1) and slightly decreases to 2.1 g L-1 h-1 (setpoint= 27 g L-1) afterwards. This is in agreement with results 

presented in (Gonzalez et al., 2016) and is similar to the one reported in (Ben Youssef et al., 2000) 

obtained with an adaptive predictive control law in simulation.  

Concerning the state variables behaviour, cell concentration, being directly linked to lactic acid 

production, increased during the first batch phase and remained constant during the continuous phases. 

The maltose concentration decreased in the batch phases proving its enzymatic conversion to glucose. The 

glucose concentration is slightly affected, it remained constant during the whole experiment as a result of 

its continuous supply in the feed flow, its production by enzymatic activity and its bacterial consumption.  

In a second step, the robustness of the adaptive control law with respect to disturbances was also studied 

by applying a temperature disturbance to the system. In this experiment, at t=17 h, the temperature was 

reduced from 30°C to 20°C until the end of the experiment (Fig. 6). A significant reduction in lactic acid 

production rate is observed (from 2.1 g L-1 h-1 to 1.1 g L-1 h-1). This is in agreement with data obtained in 

batch mode (data not shown), where lactic acid concentrations obtained at 30°C was 4 times higher than 

those obtained at 20°C with production rates of 1.5 g L-1h-1 and 0.4 g L-1h-1, respectively.  

Moreover, the productivities obtained in the batch and continuous modes at 30°C and for 20P   g L-1 and 

were calculated and found about 1.38 g L-1 h-1 and 2.7 g L-1 h-1 in batch and in continuous modes, 

respectively. The productivity obtained in the continuous mode is almost twofold higher than the one 

determined in the batch one. This proves the advantage of operating the bioprocess in continuous mode 

over the batch operation. 

Despite the disturbance, the developed control law regulates and stabilizes the lactic acid concentration at 

its reference value by reducing the dilution rate, which confirms its robustness with respect to this kind of 

disturbance. Lactic acid concentration remains at it reference value with a maximal absolute error of 

0.7 g L-1 (corresponding to 2.6%). It is therefore not affected by the disturbance and the dilution rate 
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quickly stabilizes. It is worth noting that no integral action was added to reject this disturbance. Indeed, 

since the controller uses directly the estimate of the production rate, it can reject any disturbances more 

efficiently than a classical, model-based, state feedback linearizing control law. Concerning the behaviour 

of the state variables, biomass, glucose and maltose concentrations remained constant during this final 

experiment as expected (Fig. 6). 

In conclusion, the developed adaptive control strategy regulates the lactic acid concentration at the target 

value with good performances and robustness in case of changes in temperature and setpoint. The 

coupling of Kalman filter and linearizing control law achieves a good tracking performance. It could be 

further improved by adding an integral term in the outer loop controller.  

The control law leads to similar results as in the simulation study, when assuming that all the state 

variables are measured (Gonzalez et al. 2015a). The online estimation of the unknown dynamics helps to 

improve the performance in comparison to a linearizing control law coupled with a Kalman filter to 

estimate state variable (see e.g. (Gonzalez et al. 2015b) for the same process, and (Tebbani et al., 2015) 

for microalgae culture with experimental validation). The control structure is simpler and easier to 

implement than classical adaptive control strategies that estimate online model parameters. Indeed, since 

the developed control strategy is kinetic-free, the estimation algorithm is reduced to the estimation of a 

linear time-varying system.    

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, an adaptive control strategy is proposed to regulate the lactic acid concentration in a SSPHF 

continuous bioreactor. The developed controller exploits the control affine property of the model and 

derives a state feedback linearizing control law. This control law requires the online knowledge of all state 

variables (concentrations in the bulk) which are not available in the case of the studied experimental set-

up. Only the lactic acid concentration is determined online. Consequently, the lactic acid production rate 

was estimated in order to reduce the control law complexity and to make it less sensitive to model 

uncertainty. This production rate estimation is performed using a Kalman filter.  

The obtained adaptive control law is kinetic free and simple for implementation in a real production 

facility. Its proof of convergence was also given (see Appendix). The control strategy was experimentally 

validated in a 5 L bioreactor operating in continuous mode. Its performance was tested for an increasing 

step reference profile and its robustness was studied in the case of temperature disturbance. Results proved 

that the control law adapts the control input variable and maintains the system at the target setpoint. 

Moreover, the online determination of the lactic acid production rate is performed. This represents a 

valuable monitoring tool of the bioprocess. The proposed control strategy uses the added sodium 
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hydroxide quantity to calculate the product concentration. Consequently, there is no need of any additional 

sensor for the product concentration control, which reduces the costs.  

Moreover, with the proposed control strategy, lactic acid production rate of 2.7g L-1 h-1 was obtained when 

regulating the lactic acid concentration at 20 g L-1 h-1. This production rate value is twofold higher than the 

one obtained for the same process working in batch mode. 

As aimed, the proposed control strategy is quite simple (no need of high computation capacity), that 

reduces costs (no additional sensors) and achieves a high lactic acid production (better than in batch 

mode). It can be used for any other lactic acid bacteria, or other operating conditions (temperature, pH, 

agitation), since the control strategy is kinetic free.  

This work was a preliminary study for the optimization of the industrial bio-production of lactic acid from 

wheat flour. Further work will consider the development of an industrial process and a future study will be 

conducted to test the developed control strategy at upper reactor scale and in the case of several reactors 

connected in series. 
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APPENDIX 

A. Convergence analysis 

In this section, the convergence and stability of the proposed estimation and control strategies are studied. 

A.1 Main assumptions 

Some assumptions are made, considering the properties of the studied system. These assumptions are in 

fact realistic in general for microorganisms cultivated in a bioreactor.  

Assumption 1. The specific growth rate   is positive and bounded: max0    .  

Remark 2. This assumption, realistic in the case of bacteria growth, assures also that the production rate 

  is bounded.  

Assumption 2. The dilution rate is bounded max0 D D  . 

Remark 3. Reminding that the dilution rate is defined as the ratio between the feed flow rate and the 

volume and that the latter is constant, the dilution rate is then bounded. Its bounds depend on the 

characteristics of the used pumps. 

Assumption 3. The product concentration is strictly positive and bounded 0D  .  

Remark 4. The state variables evolution depends on the growth rate. The latter is bounded (see 

Assumption 1). It depends on the substrate and production concentrations. In batch mode (D=0), no 

nutrient is added to the culture. Consequently, the substrate will be consumed and the growth rate will 

decrease (since it is a limiting substrate). In addition, the product concentration will increase in the culture 

leading, in this study, to growth inhibition. The concentrations in the reactor remain then bounded when 

the reactor operates in batch mode. In continuous mode, the concentrations (substrate and product) will 

reach a steady-state that depends on the applied dilution rate. When the dilution is too high, the biomass 

concentration decreases; wash-out of the culture may occur (an equilibrium state where all biomass and 

product concentrations equal zero).  

Assumption 4. The sampling time sT  is chosen so that 1 0k sD T   holds 0k  .  

Remark 5. The sampling time can be chosen so that max1 0sD T  . Then, from Assumption 2, 

Assumption 4 holds 0k  . 
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Assumption 5. The sampling time sT  is as small as possible so that the discretization of the product 

concentration dynamics by the Euler scheme is a good approximation.  

Assumption 6. The plant dynamics evolution remains bounded between two sampling instants when 

applying a discrete control input through a ZOH device.  

Remark 6. This assumption is assured when the sampling time sT  is assumed to be small and since this 

state variable dynamics is bounded.  

Assumption 7. The error of determination of the product concentration is bounded.  

Remark 7. The product concentration was determined from the sodium hydroxide addition. The error is 

bounded and linked to measurement errors.   

Assumption 8. The matrices Q  and R  in the Kalman filter are positive definite. They are conservative 

that is T T( ), ( )k k k kE E w w Q v v R  0k  .  

Remark 8. These matrices are design variables in the Kalman filter. They are chosen of full rank, and 

diagonal to simplify their tuning. The diagonal terms magnitude should be chosen to be representative of 

model and measurements uncertainties. For the process noise, the matrix Q  will model the uncertainty of 

the model in the one hand, and the error introduced by the Euler discretization scheme in the other hand. 

These errors could be reduced by choosing a small sampling time sT . 

Assumption 9. The controller gain G is chosen so that 0 1sT G  . 

Remark 9. The lower bound of sT G  is always fulfilled (since sT  and G  are strictly positive). For the 

upper bound, it is restricted to the choice retained in this work. Since the sampling time is fixed from 

sensors characteristics, G must be chosen to fulfill this assumption. It should be reminded that increasing 

the gain G will lead to higher control input and thus to possible saturation of the control law. The choice 

of the gain is derived to assure a good trade-off between closed-loop time response and input saturation.  

Assumption 10. The reference refP  is attainable. 

Remark 10. If the reference value is much higher than the initial value of P, the system will operate in 

batch mode so that the product accumulates in the reactor. However, in batch mode, the growth can 

decrease since the nutrients are consumed and because of the accumulation of the product (inhibition 

effect). The initial substrate concentration in the culture must be determined so that the reference value 
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refP  can be reached in the batch mode. Afterwards, the controller will switch into the continuous mode 

(i.e. closed-loop operating mode) to maintain the product concentration at this setpoint.  

A.2 Convergence of the estimation algorithm 

In this section, the convergence of the Kalman filter developed in section 3.4 is studied.  

Proposition 1. The evolution matrix kA  in system (17) is invertible. 

Proof. The eigenvalues of matrix kA  are 1 and 1 k sD T . From Assumption 4, it comes that the latter 

eigenvalue is not null. □ 

Remark 11. The inverse of matrix kA  is given by 1
11
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kk
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A  with 1k k sD T   . 

Lemma 1. Consider the discrete-time linear system 

1k k k k

k k kw

  

 

z A z v

Cz
       (A.1) 

where kA  is invertible and ~ N(0, )kv Q  and ~ N(0, )kw R . 

Suppose that there are positive real numbers 10  , 2 , 1 , 2    such that the following conditions 

hold for some finite 0K   and for all k K : 
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  I Ψ Φ C R CΦ I  (A.2b) 

where ( , )k iΦ  is the transition matrix. For i k , it is given by 1 2( , ) : k k ik i  Φ A A A , ( , )k k Φ I  and 

1( , ) : ( , )i k k i Φ Φ . 

Then, kΣ , the error covariance matrix associated with the estimate using a Kalman filter is bounded k , 

that is: 

  1 1

2 2

1
1

1
k  

 
  


I Σ I  (A.2c) 
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Proof. See (Song and Grizzle, 1995).  

Remark 12. Inequality A B  implies that  A - B  is positive semidefinite.  

Lemma 1 means that the system (A.1) is stochastically observable. Moreover, if R I , the pair  ,kA C  

is uniformly completely observable. 

Proposition 2. The system (17) is stochastically observable and the pair  ,kA C  is uniformly completely 

observable. 

Proof. Let us consider 1K   and 1k   and calculate , 1,2j j Ψ  in (A.2) for system (17).  

In this case, the matrix 1Ψ  is equal to Q . From Assumption 8, Equation (A.2a) always holds from the 

positive definiteness of Q . 

The matrix 2Ψ  for system (17) is given by: 

    T 1 T T 1

2 1, 1,k k k k    Ψ C R C Φ C R CΦ  (A.3) 

In the considered system, R  is scalar. In addition,   1

11, kk k 

 Φ A  (it exists from Proposition 1). Thus, 

Equation (A.3) can be further simplified: 
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with 1 11k k sD T    . From Assumptions 2 and 4, max 10 1 1s kD T      , 1k  .  

The matrix 2Ψ  has two eigenvalues: 
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 (A.5) 

These two eigenvalues are strictly positive bounded reals (since 1k   is bounded and strictly positive 

1k  ). Consequently, condition (A.2b) holds. The upper and lower bounds of the eigenvalues are 

denoted   and   (i.e. 2  I Ψ I ). 

From Lemma 1, the system is thus stochastically observable. 
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Moreover, since 1
R  is a scalar, 1

R  can be factorized and condition (A.2b) holds for the deterministic 

model of the system, and thus, the pair  ,kA C  is uniformly completely observable.  

Proposition 3. The error covariance matrix for system (17) is bounded: 

 kp p I Σ I  (A.6) 

with 0 ,p p   . 

Proof. From Proposition 2 and Lemma 1, the error covariance matrix is bounded. The bounds p  and p  

are function of eigenvalues of Q  and 2Ψ , that is from (A.2c): 

min

1

1 ( )
p

 


 Q
, max ( ) 1p   Q  (A.7)□ 

 

Proposition 4. Matrix kA  and C  of system (17) are bounded 0k  , that is there are positive real 

numbers ,a c such that the following bounds are fulfilled 0k   k aA , cC . 

Remark 13. The matrix norm is defined as  *
maxA A A , where max  is the largest eigenvalue 

and *
A  is the conjugate transpose of A . 

Proof. Since the matrix C  is constant, it is bounded (here, a possible bound is 1c  ). 

The Frobenius norm of kA  (defined as 
2

1 1

n n

ijF
i j

a

 

 A ) is an upper bound of its Euclidean norm 

(reminding that 1k k sD T   ):  

 
2 21k s kT   A  (A.8) 

Since 1k   0k   ( max0 1 1s kD T     ,), kA  is then bounded 0k  : 

 22 :k sT a  A  (A.9)  
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Proposition 5. Consider the system (17) and the associated Kalman Filter. Given that the following 

assumptions hold: 

1) There are positive numbers , , , , ,a c p p q r  such that the following bounds on various matrices are 

fulfilled for every 0k  : 

 k aA , cC , kp p I Σ I , q I Q , r I R  (A.10) 

2) kA  is invertible 0k   

then the estimation error ˆ
k k k x x x  is exponentially bounded in mean square and bounded with 

probability one, provided that the initial estimation error satisfies 

 0 x  (A.11) 

and the covariance matrices of the noise terms are bounded via 

 Q I , R I  (A.12) 

for some , 0   . 

Proof. This proposition is derived from the Theorem 3.1 in (Reif et al., 1999). The theorem was proven in 

the general case of discrete-time Extended Kalman filter. Additional assumptions are needed in this 

theorem linked to the boundedness of the linearization residual in the dynamics (the EKF uses the 

jacobian matrices in the Riccati equation). Since the system (17) is bilinear, these assumptions are fulfilled 

(the linearization residual is null).   

In condition (A.10), the boundedness of matrices kA  and C  is fulfilled from Proposition 4, of kΣ  from 

Proposition 3, and of Q  and R from Assumption 5.  □ 

 

A.3 Stability of the control law 

In this section, the stability of the closed-loop system with the control law proposed in Section 3.3 is 

studied. 

The plant dynamics is given by:  

P DP         (A.13) 
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where the control input is given by: 

  1 ˆ ˆ( ) :
ˆ ref k k k
k

D t G P P D
P

     ,  , ( 1)k kt kT k T        (A.14) 

with ˆ
kP  is the calculated product concentration at time st kT  using the measurement of the sodium 

hydroxide concentration, ˆk  the estimated production rate and refP  the reference assumed to be constant 

to simplify the study.  

Remark 14. ˆ
kP  could be also the estimated value with the Kalman filter.  

Proposition 6. The tracking error refP P P  is bounded at the sampling instants skT , 0k   

Proof. The model (A.13) is discretized with an Euler scheme: 

  2
1k k s k k k k sP P T D P T             (A.15) 

where 2
k sT  represents the discretization residual (assumed to be bounded, see Assumption 5).  

From (A.14) and (A.15) it comes: 

   2
1

ˆˆ
ˆ
k

k k s k k ref k k s
k

P
P P T G P P T

P
  

 
       

 

      (A.16) 

Let us denote k  the measurement error (or the estimation error if the estimated value of P  is used in the 

control law): 

 

ˆ
k k kP P          (A.17) 

Then, from (A.17), (A.16) can be reformulated as: 

 

      2
1 ˆ ˆ

ˆ
s

k k s k k s ref k ref k k k s
k

T
P P T T G P P G P T

P
               (A.18) 

From (A.18), the dynamics of the tracking error k k refP P P   can be deduced: 

 

    2
1 ˆ ˆ(1 )

ˆ
s

k s k s k k ref k k k s
k

T
P T G P T G P T

P
               (A.19) 
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From Assumption 9, the discrete-time linear system (A.19) is thus exponentially stable. 

From (A.19), the error dynamics can be rewritten as a function of the error at initial time by: 

   1 2
1 0

0

ˆ ˆ(1 ) (1 )
ˆ

k
k k j s

k s s s j j ref j j j s
jj

T
P T G P T G T G P T

P
     





 
        
 
 


 

(A.20) 

It can be bounded as follows: 
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(A.21) 

And thus: 

   
1 2
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ˆ ˆlim lim 1 1
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k k jj
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        (A.22) 

From Assumption 9, this expression is simplified: 

  2
1

0

ˆ ˆlim lim 1
ˆ

k
k j s

k s s j j ref j j j s
k k jj
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(A.23) 

Since the estimation error is bounded (Proposition 5), and from Assumptions 1, 3, 5 and 7, it comes: 

 max max max max

ˆ
ˆ , , ,

ˆ

ref j
j j j j

j

G P
j

P


       


         (A.24) 

with max max max max, , ,     real positive, denoting the maximum values of the associated expressions. 

Consequently, the error in (A.23) can be bounded by: 
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(A.25) 

The tracking error is then bounded at the sampling instants skT  0k  , and can be reduced by an 

appropriate choice of the gain G. □ 
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Remark 15. Without any estimation, measurement and modeling errors, the error tends to zero.  

Proposition 7. The tracking error ( ) ( ) refP t P t P  is bounded 0t   and can be adjusted by an 

appropriate G gain value.  

Proof. From Proposition 6, Assumption 6 and (A.25), the Proposition 7 can be deduced. □ 
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Tables 

Table 1. Model parameters 

Parameter Value 

µmax (h-1) 0.28 

Pmax (g L-1) 98.6 

YXS (g g-1) 0.053 

YPS (g g-1) 0.82 

KM (h-1) 0.035 

KS (g L-1) 0.5  

n 3  
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Figures 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the 5L bioreactor used for the SSPHF step. In red the offline measurements, in blue the 

controlled variables and in black the feeding and output flows. 

Fig. 2 Bioreactors configuration to perform the continuous SSPHF. X, S, M and P, biomass, glucose, 

maltose and lactic acid concentrations, respectively. M0 and S0, maltose and glucose concentrations 

feeding the bioreactor, respectively.  

Fig. 3 Feedback linearizing control architecture. 

Fig. 4 Implemented adaptive Feedback linearizing control. 

Fig. 5 Adaptive control law experimental validation. A Lactic acid concentration evolution with time.   

Pref1= 20g/L (dashed line), Pref2= 27g/L (dotted line), online calculated lactic acid concentration ( solid 

line), offline calculated lactic acid concentration (  ). B Dilution rate evolution with time. C Estimated 

production rate. D Offline measurements of cells*25 (    ), glucose (   ) and maltose (      ) concentrations. 

Fig.6 Adaptive control law robustness study. A Temperature disturbance. B Lactic acid concentration 

evolution with time. Pref = 27g/L (dotted line), online calculated lactic acid (solid line) and offline 

measurement of lactic acid concentration (    ). C Dilution rate evolution with time. D Estimated 

production rate. E Offline measurements of cells*25 (    ), glucose (    ) and maltose (     ) concentrations. 
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6 


